11 Animals often assess each other by paying special attention to signals, which 12 help to communicate the quality of each individual. When there is a conflict 13 of interest between the signaler and the receiver, then the signaler has an 14 incentive to cheat by producing signals which exaggerate its apparent quality.
is therefore not inconceivable that in some species evolution might also shape 69 body patterns so as to trick the sensory systems of the receivers.
70
In order to quantitatively study the process of sensory cheating, we study 71 a signaling contest where the variable being estimated is body size. We 72 use body size as our variable because larger animals typically win aggressive 73 signaling contests and many animals actively display during conflict to signal 74 their size [5] . We train CNNs to estimate the sizes of model birds placed in 75 natural images. We then let the body pattern of the birds evolve in order To analyze this scenario, we first require a model of the size estima-85 tion perceptual system. We therefore compiled a catalog of natural images 86 wherein we placed birds of various sizes. Then we trained a CNN to estimate 87 the size of the bird in each image. After that, we let the birds evolve their 88 appearance in ways that fooled the networks' perception.
89
We began by compiling a catalog of 4000 100 by 100 colored natural and its intensity was also varied. We thus created a highly variable and 99 non-trivially structured set of 40 000 images whose complexity was designed 100 to mimic the complexity of the natural environment. Sample images of the 101 resulting catalog can be seen in Figure 1 left panel.
102
Next we trained a four-layered CNN to predict the size of the bird in In order to model the evolution of body patterns, we adapted the tech-throughout evolution and signaling thus remains reliable [14] . Reliability may 126 be conserved because larger individuals are able to cheat more than smaller 127 individuals, because they have more body pixels which they can manipulate. To establish the suitability of our methods for the study of biological 130 signaling, we further tested whether our conclusions were robust to variation.
131
In biological systems, the cheaters may need to be able to fool multiple We implemented this differential training process for five neural networks.
140
We then evolved a bird against the first network and then examined how the 
152
Figure 3: Evolution of apparent size. Top left: Birds evolved against one network are able to fool other networks which they did not encounter during evolution (each trace represents a separate network). Top right: evolution of mean apparent size when viewing distance varies. Bottom left: perceived size versus viewing distance at the beginning (orange) and end (blue) of evolution. The blue dots tend to lie above the red dots for all viewing distances indicating the ability of the mutant to robustly fool the CNN under many conditions. Bottom right: the final appearance of the large bird that fools CNNs at all distance.
We also tested whether our results are robust for all viewing distances. Finally, it will be interesting to study if certain body patterns or brain 220 architectures are less vulnerable to cheating. It might be expected that pure 221 bright colors which are already unusual for a given environment and easy to 222 separate from the background might be rather immune to cheating. Also,
223
there may be other neural networks which utilize movement information or do 224 a more complex segmentation that will prove more difficult to hack. Future 225 work will need to explore these issues in more extensive detail. 
Supplementary methods

229
Details on neural networks
230
We used 4 convolutional layers with relu non-linearities, each followed by a 
